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Abstract

Introduction Spinal tuberculosis (TB) is a relatively common cause for spinal pathology in Sri Lanka and a common indication for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Objectives The objective of the study was to describe the MRI imaging pattern of spinal TB in a series of patients.

Methods One hundred and nine patients with clinically confirmed spinal tuberculosis who had undergone MRI scans at the National Hospital of Sri Lanka from 2012-2016 were included in the study.

Results The commonest vertebral level of spinal TB involvement was at L4/5 level, followed by L5/S1 level. L5 vertebral body involvement was the commonest and L4 was second commonest. Single level involvement (68.8%) was commoner than multiple (31.2%) involvement or contiguous involvement. Wedging (24.8%), erosions (89%), end plate changes (96.3%), canal stenosis (77.1%), paravertebral collection (65.1%), psoas abscess (23.9%) and epidural collection (45.9%) were noted. No significant difference was seen between females and males.

Conclusions Spinal tuberculosis commonly involves L4/5 level.
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Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is predominantly a tropical disease with a worldwide mortality of nearly 3 million people a year [1]. About 1-2% with TB have involvement of the skeletal system and 50% of them involves the vertebral column [1]. The incidence of spinal tuberculosis is increasing in developed nations [2]. Tuberculosis of the spine is the commonest spinal pathology in India [3].

The prevalence of TB in Sri Lanka is 4.2% with around 9000 new cases identified each year [4,5]. Back pain, constitutional symptoms, kyphosis, paraparesis, sensory involvement and bowel and bladder dysfunctions are common clinical findings of spinal TB [2]. Cord compression is the most common complication [6]. Back pain is the most frequent presenting symptom of spinal tuberculosis [7]. Early diagnosis and prompt treatment are necessary to prevent permanent neurological disability and to minimise spinal deformity [8, 9]. Plain radiographic changes associated with spinal TB such as destruction of the inter-vertebral disk space and the adjacent vertebral bodies, collapse of the spinal elements, formation of a ‘cold’ abscess around the lesion and anterior wedging leading to kyphosis and gibbus formation are seen relatively late [2, 10].

For the diagnosis of spinal tuberculosis and its neurological complications, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a more sensitive imaging technique than X-ray and is more specific than Computed Tomography with a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 88% [2,8,11]. MRI with contrast is helpful in differentiating from non-infectious causes and delineating the extent of the disease [24,26,27]. MRI has a sensitivity of 100%, a specificity of 80% and an accuracy of 90% in differentiating TB from pyogenic infection [25]. MRI enables determination of the mechanism for neurologic involvement by demonstrating disc collapse/destruction, cold abscess, vertebral wedging/collapse, marrow edema, and spinal deformities and [11-15].

MRI is also useful in diagnosis and assessment of the treatment response [23].

The objective of the study was to describe the MRI imaging features of spinal TB in a cohort of patients.

Methods

We retrieved retrospectively data belonging to 109 patients diagnosed with spinal TB from 2013 to
2016 recorded at Magnetic Resonance Imaging Unit, National Hospital of Sri Lanka. The patients were confirmed clinically, by laboratory investigations and radiographically as spinal TB. Patients without clinical confirmation of TB, incomplete clinical details and equivocal MRI findings were excluded.

MRIs were performed using the following protocol; non contrast T1-weighted (T1W), T2-weighted (T2W), and short tau inversion recovery (STIR) sequences in axial, sagittal, and coronal planes followed by contrast-enhanced T1W sequences after intravenous administration. (Siemens Avanto 1.5 T, S Harmony 1 T Erlanagan, Germany). We identified the MRI features relatively specific for TB such as preservation of disc space, posterior element involvement, paravertebral abscesses spreading through soft tissue planes, altered vertebral body MRI signals, vertebral body collapse etc [26,27]. The data were analysed using SPSS software and chi square test was used for comparison.

Results

Of the 109 patients recruited 73 (67%) were male. The age ranged from 13 to 81 years, majority were in the 40 to 60 year age group. The presenting complaint in 77.1% was backache, while 25 patients (22.9%) had symptoms suggestive of neural compression. Only 15 (13.8%) of our patients had a past or present history of tuberculosis.

Spinal TB could affect one or more vertebrae. Our study found that 75 (68.8%) patients had lesions at a single level. Of the 34 patients with multiple lesions, 27 (79.4%) had a contiguous lesion and 7 (20.6%) had lesions at separate levels. Analysis of the number of vertebrae involved is shown in the table 1. Most patients had two vertebrae involved and one patient had 8 vertebrae involved, the highest noted. The commonest vertebral level affected was the lumbar region (49.1%). Thoracic region was involved in 38.8%, and cervical region 7.2% and sacral region 4.9%.

L4/5 was the commonest intervertebral disc affected (24.4%). L5/S1 disc was affected in 12.5% and L3/4 in 10.8%. The L5 was the most commonly involved vertebral body (15.2%) with L4 involved in 14.5% and L3 in 8.5%. All but one of the 109 patients showed enhancement of the lesion. End plate changes were seen in 105 (96.3%) patients and erosions were seen in 97 (89%). Wedging/collapse were seen only in 27 of the patients.

Fluid collections or abscesses in spinal TB are categorised according to anatomical locations as paravertebral, pre-vertebral, and epidural and psoas. We found that a majority (65%) of the patients had a fluid collection in the para-vertebral region. Epidural (45.9%), pre vertebral (39.4%) and psoas abscess (23.9%) were also seen. Of the patients 75.2% were found to have either a pre vertebral or paravertebral mass without significant cystic components. The prevertebral and paravertebral fluid collections were most commonly noted at L4 vertebral (12.9%) and L5 vertebral levels (12.9%).

Of the patients 26% had an epidural abscess, without either a paravertebral or prevertebral abscess. Sixty percent of the patients with epidural abscess had neural compression. Epidural abscess were present most commonly at L4 (13.7%) and L5 (13.1%) vertebrae. Neural canal compression was seen in 54 (77.1%) but only 57 (52.3%) patients had cord compression. The vertebral body was more affected than the posterior element of the vertebrae with only six patients out of the 109 study group having posterior segment involvement. There was no significant difference in MRI findings between males and females.
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Discussion

Our study showed that the majority of the patients were between 40 and 60 years. Some studies suggest that spinal TB commonly affects men of late middle age [5, 28]. The majority (67%) of our patients were male. This finding is similar to what has been reported in other studies [5, 28]. Twenty five of the 109 patients (22.9%) in our study had features of neural compression. The incidence of neurological deficit in spinal TB varies from 23% to 76% [32].

There is no consensus on the commonest location of spinal TB in the vertebral column. Most studies suggest that spinal disease is most frequently located in the lower thoracic and lumbar spine, with thoracic disease being commoner in children and adolescents, and lumbar disease is found more commonly in adults [2,5,12,13,16,29,33-39,41]. Pyogenic Osteomyelitis is more common in the lumbar spine whereas spinal TB is more common in thoracic spine [41]. In our study the highest number of affected vertebrae were found in the lumbar region (49.1%). In the study done in the Kandy Hospital, the lumbar region was affected in 53% and the thoracic region was affected in 41% [5]. They found that the first and second lumbar segments were the commonest vertebrae
affected (22%). In comparison, L4/5 was the commonest disc involved (24.4%). In our study this could be due to several reasons. We analysed only the patients referred for MRI which is a selected population because patients are referred for MRI when other investigations cannot provide a reliable diagnosis.

Commonly two continuous vertebrae are involved but several vertebrae may be affected, skip lesions, and solitary vertebral involvement may also be seen. In our study 62.4% had two vertebrae involved similar to other studies [5, 28].

Multiple vertebral involvement (3 or more vertebrae) can be categorized as multiple level lesions (skip lesions, non-contiguous) and multiple contiguous lesions. Multiple non-contiguous lesions are more specific for spinal TB but is seen less commonly in about 4-10% of cases [1, 12, 24, 26, 43, 49]. Seven (6.4%) of our patients had multiple non contiguous lesion which is comparable to reports from most studies.

Usually the vertebral body is more frequently affected in spinal TB than the posterior arch. Even though posterior element involvement is rare, it is seen particularly in Asian patients [2,33, 26]. Our study found only 5.5% had posterior element involvement. Posterior element involvement is more common in the thoracic spine and many have spinal cord involvement [26]. Three out of the six patients in our study with posterior element involvement of the thoracic spine and five out of the six patients had neural compression.

In conclusion spinal TB in Sri Lankan patients has a predilection for lower lumbar spine, namely L4/5 level.
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